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It is not the first time in human history, nor will it be the last for that matter, that a collective problem calls for a collective
response. Climate change fueled by greenhouse emissions affects humankind alike. Despite the disagreement among policymakers
and scientists on the severity of the issue, the truth is that the problem remains. A broad look at different technologies being
used today in different fields has led to the idea of bringing them together in an attempt to offer a viable solution to reducing
anthropogenic CO

2
. The following paper describes how the nanotechnologies, available or soon to be available, would make CO

2

capture, cache, and conversion (coined the three Cs) a valid way for achieving a more sustainable energy society. Authors also set
out to highlight with this work how knowledge transfer is instrumental in the development of technology and how methodical
assessment of crossovers can expedite research when time plays against us.

1. Introduction

Surely, many have heard of the three Rs (reduce, reuse, and
recycle), if not in some environmental guidelines campaign
then at least in the way of a catchy song. It may also be
known to some that the most effective way to reduce waste
is to not create it in the first place, but we must agree that
this is nearly impossible in our developed socioeconomical
order. Consequently, over the past decades, we have chosen to
create a ridiculous amount of waste, mostly frommaking new
products. Each and every new product has an environmental
footprint which could be defined as the amount of harmful
gases produced in the production process. These “harmful
gases” are also referred to as greenhouse gases, carbondioxide
(CO
2
) being one of them. Somewhat contradictorily, CO

2

is vital to life on Earth; it naturally occurs in groundwater,

rivers, and lakes, in ice caps and glaciers, and in seawater
as well. Thus, the true problem lies in the amount of
anthropogenic CO

2
. And this is where the three Rs come in;

would it be fair to say we have reached a point in which CO
2

can be reduced, reused, and recycled? The following paper
addresses this issue by describing how we could potentially
capture and store CO

2
with the aim of recycling it (by

turning it into methane, CH
4
, in a not so distant future) by

using nanomaterials and nanotechnologies. Authors stand
corrected: the following paper addresses the above while
connecting and sharing the knowledge among the different
disciplines that would be involved in the execution of this
potentially environmentally friendly task.

Three technologies are necessary to reduce, reuse, and
recycle CO

2
, namely, CO

2
capture, CO

2
cache (store), and

CO
2
convert (or the three Cs); only time will tell whether the
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three Cs will become as popular as the three Rs or even song-
worthy. It should be noted that even if all the technologies
to capture, store, and convert CO

2
have been given a lot

of consideration lately, they are all at different investiga-
tional stages; thus, deploying all of them simultaneously still
requires research and development. Nonetheless, the purpose
of the present work is to show the readership the value
and potential benefits of integrating these so far seemingly
isolated technologies. It is no secret that, in spite of living
in a highly connected society, scientific interdisciplinary
communication is yet far from being adequate. Much to our
detriment, but even more so to that of the future generations,
the nearly complete dissociation between the different sectors
of society has led to the current state of paralysis we find
ourselves in with respect to environmental policy consensus.
People working in the sciences cannot afford to keep on
making the same mistake. Because time is of the essence,
technologies that have proven to be safe and efficient in
some fields should be considered as valid alternatives for
deployment in other fields. For instance, decades of under-
ground gas storage experience in the oil and gas industry
can be transferred to fill the knowledge gaps of CO

2
storage

within a virtuous CO
2
circle. In fact, great emphasis has

been currently placed on CO
2
capture technologies, which

stem from the somewhat recent branch of science broadly
known as nanotechnology. Available capture technologies
are not yet ready for use at the industrial scale, mainly for
lack of efficiency, but the latest research shows promising
results and CO

2
capture might soon be scaled up. On the

other hand, however, conversion of CO
2
into CH

4
is still

more a perspective target than an actual possibility in the
short term. In short, CO

2
could be captured and then

stored underground, consequently reducing emissions into
the atmosphere; subsequently, it could be exploited as a
valuable resource when the necessary technology overcomes
its bleeding edge.

Finally, authors are perfectly aware that current practices
will not simply change based on just one paper, but our work
is meant just as a starting point for a combined effort directed
at an energy sustainable society. We also understand that
manywill argue against the cost-effectiveness of our proposed
“capture, cache, and convert CO

2
process” considering the

large amount of energy the process will require and hence
impact on the whole system costs. Yet, we expect not only
that the technology will become more energy efficient once
the experimental phase leads the way to more commercial-
scale projects, but also that CO

2
storage itself will become

an incentive because of its potential conversion into CH
4
. To

date, more than 230 CO
2
capture and/or storage operations

(including in-development and completed ones) have been
carried out worldwide (according to a report published by the
US Clean Coal Research Program, 2013).

In our present reality, it is often very difficult to tell
“energy from waste” from “waste from energy,” thus the
importance of knowledge sharing among different scientific
disciplines in order to avoid ending up in yet another vicious
(energy) cycle. Lastly, let us not forget that this technology
is originally meant to serve the energy transition to a lower
carbon society by reducing the carbon intensity of the energy

system, notwithstanding it could also prove useful in a longer
term as well.

2. Capture: Current and
Upcoming Technologies

2.1. Direct Air Capture of CO
2
. Since the beginning of

industrialization, the atmospheric concentration of CO
2
has

increased by 30% to about 400 ppm today [1, 2]. The Direct
Air Capture (DAC) concept defined as the direct extraction
of CO

2
from ambient air was introduced in 1999 [3] and

a decade was spent on the viability of this technique as
a potential climate change mitigation technology; in the
following half decade, there was even increased interest with
a large number of publications, but the current technologies
donot provide energy/economical efficient separation ofCO

2

since concentration in the atmosphere is too low. Thus, DAC
techniques, which were effectively reviewed in a recent article
by Sanz-Pérez et al. [4], are not of particular interest in this
paper.

2.2. Flue Gases and Other CO
2
-Rich Gases. Nowadays, the

efforts are mainly concentrated on CO
2
-rich combustion

gases such as postcombustion, oxyfuel, and precombustion
gases. Postcombustion capture entails separating CO

2
from

the flue gas emitted after combustion in the air. CO
2

separation is carried out from a gaseous stream mainly
composed of N

2
at atmospheric pressure and with low CO

2

concentration (ca. 5–25%). Other gases such as SO
2
, NO
2
,

and O
2
may also be present in small amounts. It is also

the most widely applicable option in industrial sectors (e.g.,
the cement industry is responsible for over 5% of the total
carbon dioxide emissions). In this case, the CO

2
derives from

fuel combustion and CaCO
3
calcination and reaches 25%

on dry bases of exhaust gas CO
2
facilitating the extraction.

Postcombustion CO
2
capture has the advantage of being

applied to existing plants retrofitting the technology.
In oxyfuel combustion, fuel is burnt in the presence of

oxygen instead of air. By eliminating nitrogen and recirculat-
ing flue gas, the concentration of CO

2
is increased. The main

advantage is the achievement of a purge stream rich in CO
2

and water with very low nitrogen content. CO
2
can be easily

recovered after the condensation of water vapor.
CO
2
capture from precombustion gases is applied to

syngas produced from carbon sources (e.g., natural gas, coal,
biomass, or virtually any hydrocarbon feedstock by reaction
with water or oxygen). In this case, CO

2
capture also presents

the advantage of increasing energy density [5].

2.3. Current Technologies for CO
2
Capture. Absorption with

ammines, solid adsorption, cryogenic separation, and mem-
branes are considered conventional CO

2
separation processes

[6, 7] (Figure 1).
The most effective, economical, and traditional ammine

used for CO
2
absorption is monoethanolamine (MEA),

which has been used for over 70 years in the chemical
industry [8]. The process consists of a column in which
MEA selectively absorbs CO

2
from the gas mixture; thus,
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the thermodynamic conditions are manipulated to allow the
release of CO

2
into another column. Adsorption is achieved

at high pressure and low temperature while desorption
and regeneration are achieved at low pressure and high
temperature (Figure 2). While pressure is not so important,
temperaturemanipulationmakes up 70–80%of the operating
costs. To improve the process, new solvents, which can benefit
from nanotechnology areas, or refined conditions are the
main research options.

To avoid problems related to the liquid phase, solid sor-
bents functionalizedwith ammine have been developed using
a wide variety of different supports with the development of
different types of nanomaterials and artificial nanostructures
with a high surface area; several types of nanostructured
substrates were used to increase specific surfaces and thus
CO
2
absorption rate. Ammine functionalized nanocapsules

were synthesized by Qi et al. (Figure 3) [9] using a polyethy-
lene imine as amine functionalizing agent. The solid sorbent
has high capture capacity and high capture rate and showed
good reversibility and stability during cyclic adsorption-
regeneration tests.

Several other nanostructured substrates were used to pro-
duce solid sorbents functionalized with amine groups (e.g.,
nanotubes derived from inorganic reagents such as titanium

dioxide [11, 12], silica [13], halloysite nanotubes [14], and
carbon nanotubes [15]).

The dry alkali metal based sorbents are a popular class
of solid sorbents. They chemically adsorb the CO

2
in the

form of carbonates or bicarbonates; they are mostly Na- or
K-basedmaterials and they regenerate simply by heating.The
adsorption capacity for the dry alkali sorbent can reach 80%
efficiency [1].The typical working conditions are temperature
below 100∘C in the presence of water [16], but a sorbent
for higher temperature applications was also developed [17].
The support material for dry alkali sorbent is a fundamental
issue: the proper catalytic inorganic support (AC, alumina,
silica, titania, or magnesia) increases the specific surface area
[18] and in some cases is the main factor responsible for the
proper functioning of the sorbent [19]. Increasing adsorption
capacity beyond the calculated value is reported for the case
of K
2
CO
3
supported on MgO [20]. Unfortunately, the dry

alkali sorbents decrease their reactivity as the number of
operation cycles increases, mainly because some byproducts
form. Despite the fact that the raw materials for the sorbents
and their supports are cheap, the large amount of sorbent
needed and the regeneration costs make this technology not
always affordable.
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Nanostructured support and dry alkali can be used to
partially avoid these drawbacks; for example, Valverde et al.
[21, 22] support CaO on fumed nanosilica increasing the CO

2

capture rate by maintaining the thickness of the CaO layer

below 50 nmand thusworking only on the fast superficial car-
bonation stage. Moreover, the loss of adsorption capacity due
to sintering is reduced by the nanosilica which prevents the
formation of large aggregates. Similar results were obtained
by Fu et al. [23] using nanostructured layered double hydrox-
ide supported on silica; in this case, a mesoporous structure
was used as a support for the hydrothermal synthesis of LDH.
Similar results were observed for alkali oxide nanoparticles
stabilized by a support (Figure 4) [11]; also in this case, the
small thickness enhances the CO

2
capture rate while CO

2

capture capacity is practically unchanged after many cycles.
Cryogenic separation is based on temperature drop and

pressure manipulation to cause CO
2
liquefaction. The direct

production of liquid CO
2
allows compression energy saving

and the CO
2
can be stored or sequestered via liquid pump-

ing [24]. Another advantage of cryogenic separation is the
absence of chemical agents.The technology is mature; hence,
operation and design feasibility can be guaranteed. However,
the required energymakes the current process expensive.The
other gases in the mixture with CO

2
(H
2
, N
2
, O
2
, Ar, and

CH
4
) have relatively low boiling points that can lower the

phase transition temperature of CO
2
even under −80∘C [25].

Finally, because of the solubility of other gases in CO
2
, purity

might be relatively low and cannot satisfy the requirements of
most industrial applications, transport, and storage [26].

If high purity of gas is not essential,membranes are a good
low cost solution to separate gases. The use of membranes
to separate CO

2
from light hydrocarbons in oil and gas and

chemical industries is well known. However, there are some
problems. Usually, CO

2
is not the main component, which

means that large quantities of gases need to be processed.
If flue gases are used, it is necessary to cool down the gases
below 100∘C because high temperatures will rapidly degrade
the membrane. The membranes will need to be resistant
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Figure 4: TEM images and particle size distribution (inset) of the carbon stabilized MgO NPs prepared at different temperatures [10].

to the chemicals within the gas mixture or preseparation
is necessary. Finally, pressure drop through commercial
membranes requires significant amounts of power, hence
reducing the energy efficiency of fuel combustion.

The use of nanostructure materials as membranes can
provide a viable solution to this complex technological
problem. At present, the use of nanostructuredmembranes is
under study and in principle CO

2
can be separated with only

8% of the energy produced [27]. Several nanomembranes
were developed from different types of membranes, such as
inorganic, metallic, polymeric, and solid/liquid types [28].

Inorganic nanoporous ceramic and metallic membranes
based on steric hindrance could be used to separate CO

2

directly at high temperatures.Theoretical studies have shown
that nanoporous silica membranes with a thickness of
5–25 nm could achieve very high CO

2
separation factors.The

layers need a substrate to withstand mechanical stress.
The selectivity of polymericmembranes is directly related

to the interaction with the target molecule: the different
molecules can diffuse across, either by solution-diffusion
or absorption-diffusion mechanisms. Combinations of CO

2
-

philic polymers in controlled nanofabrication conditions
allow increasing the CO

2
permeance by one order of mag-

nitude in respect to classical polymeric membranes [29].
The performance of solid/liquid gas absorption mem-

branes, which are microporous solids impregnated with
an absorbent liquid, can be improved by the use of nan-
otechnology. In these membranes, CO

2
selectively diffuses

across the membrane and is captured and removed by the
absorbent, obtaining microphase separation. In fact, with a

nanocorrugation of the surface, the permeability improves
with respect to similar membranes [30].

Finally, nanotechnology can also be used to change
by external stimuli the selectivity. E.g. Wang et al. [31]
recently showed that continuous tuning of the separation
ratio was possible by embedding a nanostructured metal-
organic framework (MOF), assembled from a photorespon-
sive organic molecule, in a nanoporous membrane.

2.4. Innovative Nanostructures Based on Solid Sorbents for
CO
2
. The most promising solid sorbents for CO

2
can be

divided into four classes depending on the nanostructured
material: porous carbon, zeolites, metal-organic frameworks,
and microporous organic polymers (listed in order of matu-
rity).

The nanostructured carbon, in the form of graphene,
mesoporous carbon, and carbon nanotubes are promising
solutions in CO

2
adsorption.The porous carbon is so popular

and interesting because of its high specific surface area
and tunable porosity. It can be produced from renewable
resources, the chemical functionalization is available, and
regeneration is easy. However, its production and activation
processes (some 600–800∘C for 1–3 hours) are expensive [16].
The adsorption occurs via van derWaals forces. Regeneration
is performed by simply degassing. For this reason, carbon-
based sorbents lose their performance slower than other
sorbent classes. The optimal operating temperature is room
temperature because, at temperatures higher than 50∘C, the
adsorption capacity significantly decreases [32, 33].The sorp-
tion mechanism is favored by a high partial pressure of CO

2
.
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Unfortunately, CO
2
is normally diluted in flue gas from real

industrial processes and therefore the adsorption values are
lower compared to laboratory data [33, 34]. Improvements
in CO

2
uptake values can be obtained by structural and

chemical modifications at nanoscale: increasing the specific
surface area not always leads to the desired effect [35, 36];
on the other hand, specific nanostructures like single- and
multiwalled carbon nanotubes, graphene, or microporous
carbon [37] and the impregnation with ammine-containing
liquid [35] or the grafting of ammine-containing functional
groups [38] effectively increased efficiency.

Zeolites, due to their micro/nanoporosity, finely tunable
pore size, and basicity, are widely used for gas separation
and purification. They were studied for CO

2
adsorption in

[39]. CO
2
molecules strongly interact with the electric field

of the zeolite framework, allowing selective separation and
adsorption [40]. Concerning regeneration, degassing in vac-
uum is the most common technique, but thermal treatments
are also available [20, 41]. The increase of temperature in
a limited range improves CO

2
uptake of the zeolites by

opening the pores. Similar to the other classes, the absorption
capacity increases as the partial pressure of CO

2
increases,

while the presence of water in the flue gas, very common
in industrial flue gas, decreases the performance. Nowadays,
zeolites already find application in some industrial fields; they
still need optimization for the large-scale adsorption of CO

2

focusing on some important factors such as pore size, basicity,
and the presence of cation species.

A recent class of sorbents is the metal-organic framework
(MOF). The MOFs are a hybrid micro/nanoporous and
crystallinematerial, whose structure is a regular coordination
network where the metal center vertices are connected by
organic linkers [42]. By changing the dimension of the
metal center and the organic linker, the structure of the
MOFs can be finely tuned in the pore size and the specific
surface area; in the same way, different metal centers and
functionalized organic spacers tune the properties of the
material. Due to their nanostructure and the very high
surface area [43], theMOFs are widely used for gas separation
[44] and storage. CO

2
adsorption occurs onto both the metal

centers and the organic linkers inside the MOFs. The MOFs
adsorption capacity increases with pressure [45], whereas
it decreases with temperature. At atmospheric pressure and
in the presence of water, their adsorption capacity is lower
compared to other classes of solid sorbents. The MOFs are a
promising nanomaterial with enormous potential, but impor-
tant aspects such as stability andmulticycle applicabilitymust
be optimized.

The last class of sorbents we wish to discuss in this paper
is microporous organic polymers (MOPs). The microporous
structure of the MOPs is due to the disordered network
they have. Although the multistep synthesis of these sorbents
requires expensive catalysts and the specific surface area
rarely goes beyond 2000m2/g, MOPs show relatively good
adsorption capacity of CO

2
and CO

2
selectivity [46]. The

“CO
2
-philic” chemical species in the MOPs, obtained during

the synthesis or due to postmodification of the polymer,
are the main factor responsible for their CO

2
adsorption

mechanism. The interaction strength with these moieties
is low enough to allow the regeneration of the sorbent in
vacuum conditions. Similar to MOFs, the high pressure and
the absence of water improve the CO

2
uptake, but some cases

of water-enhanced MOPs have been reported [47, 48]. The
MOP sorbents are still immature for industrial applications
but their versatility and the easy regeneration make them
interesting candidates for future development.

2.5. New CO
2
Liquid Sorbents: Ionic Liquids and Deep Eutectic

Solvents. Liquid absorption exhibits many disadvantages in
CO
2
capture due to energy demand for the regeneration of

the solvent, the induced corrosion, and the loss of the solvents
because of their volatility [8]. Ionic liquids are potential
alternatives to common solvents owing to their tunable
chemical properties, low melting point, and negligible vapor
pressure [49]. Due to its dipole, CO

2
is usually more soluble

in ionic liquids than other common gases. Ionic liquids
not functionalized with CO

2
-philic groups physically absorb

CO
2
, and hence they require less energy for desorption with

respect to classical amines. On the other hand, solubility is
reduced and therefore higher volumes are necessary to pro-
cess the same amount of gas. Another important disadvantage
is the high viscosity. These drawbacks and the high prices
restrict their industrial applications [50].

Deep eutectic solvents possess properties similar to ionic
liquids and share many properties with them [51]. Deep
eutectic solvents usually have simpler structures than ionic
liquids and they can be prepared by mixing a hydrogen bond
donor with a hydrogen bond acceptor in the appropriate
ratios. Compared to ionic liquids, the research on their use
as CO

2
separation solvent is still at its early stages.

CO
2
absorption can be increased by adding CO

2
-philic

functional groups. Inclusion of cations and anions with
appropriate functional groups can improve the interactions
with CO

2
and results in new effective solvents. The main

CO
2
-philic groups are fluorine atoms, amine, and carbonyl

groups. Ionic liquids containing amine or carboxylate moi-
eties are considered as chemical scrubbing solvents and have
advantages for CO

2
separation under low pressure; amine-

functionalized ionic liquids exhibit better selectivity, because
the electrophilic properties of CO

2
functionalization of the

anion part are usually more effective [50].
There is room for improvement through designing new

ionic liquids and deep eutectic solvents with lower viscosity
to compete with commercial amine solutions. Two methods
are the most promising: (1) the use of tetracyanoborate
anions, which is very promising to produce ionic liquid
sorbents for the industrial gas separation process owing to
its high CO

2
affinity, low ecotoxicity, and the low viscosity

of the corresponding ionic liquids, and (2) the use of organic
solvents to decrease ionic liquid viscosity and enhance both
reactivity and CO

2
affinity.

Furthermore, only few studies on deep eutectic solvents
are present in the literature, discussing their physical prop-
erties and the influence of chemical parameters, such as
hydrogen bonding donor and molar ratio, on these solvent
properties.
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3. Cache (Storage): Borrowing the Technology

Once CO
2
has been captured, it needs to be stored, or cached,

while “waiting” to be converted. To this end, knowledge from
a leading-edge technology, that is, underground gas storage
(UGS) technology, can be transferred to suit CO

2
storage.

The concept of storing natural gas (a colorless, odorless,
gaseous hydrocarbon) underground in geologic formations
arose from the need to balance the divergence between the
seasonal and daily variability of gas consumption.

The first successful underground storage of natural gas in
a depleted natural gas reservoir occurred in 1915 in Ontario,
Canada. The original and primary scope of underground gas
storage (UGS) was the modulation of peak demand in a well-
defined area and the optimization of the transport network.
Storage also served to conserve some of the gas being wasted
or flared during the summermonths. Since then, hundreds of
facilities have been developed: North America concentrates
more than two-thirds of the sites, with over 400 storages in
the US and some 60 reservoirs in Canada; Europe holds the
second rank in terms of the number of facilities with over
140 facilities, followed by the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS) with more than 50 facilities, Asia-Oceania with
around 20 sites, and finally one site in Argentina and one in
Iran [52]. Not surprisingly, underground storage of natural
gas has become a large and essential part of the natural gas
delivery system [53–55].

Underground gas storage may also be defined as the
long-term safe isolation of natural gas within geological
formations. Thus, two of the most important characteristics
of underground storage are its capability to hold natural gas
for future use and the rate at which gas can bewithdrawn.The
amount of gas that can be injected and withdrawn during a
normal cycle of the storage is called working gas (or top gas);
the remaining gas in the reservoir is referred to as base gas (or
cushion gas) and it must ensure sufficient pressure to provide
the required delivery rates. Because the base gas remains in
the reservoir during the whole life of the UGS, unequivocally,
it is part of the investment to develop the facility. If many
critics have argued that one of the features of the petroleum
industry is its inability to self-adjust, the current situation
may very well be the moment to prove those critics wrong (at
least to some extent). Consequently, it seems fitting for the
industry to offer and share all its knowledge of underground
gas storage to pursue CO

2
reduction for a greater good.

Depleted gas and oil reservoirs, deep saline formations,
salt caverns, and unminable coal beds are the favorite can-
didates for safe geological storage of natural gas, but several
reconditioned mines are also in use as gas storage facilities
(Figure 5).

Historically, depleted gas or partially depleted gas reser-
voirs (fields located deep underground where most of the
recoverable reserves have been extracted) have been the
most sizeable and commonly used formations for natural
gas storage. A depleted field typically represents the most
suitable option because of its ability to contain and trap
gas (in layman’s terms, the reservoir has contained gas on
a geological timescale and hence it should be capable of
doing so again). A reservoir is constituted by a porous rock

bounded upwards by a sealing cap rock which prevents
vertical migration, and pressure is used to force the gas into
and out of the rock. A remarkable advantage of depleted
fields is the level of knowledge already gained and readily
available: information about the geological, structural, and
petrophysical characteristics and about the fluid-flow proper-
ties is inherited from the exploration and primary production
phases. Thus, system uncertainties are reduced in number
and mitigated, with significant economic and technical ben-
efits [57]. From a commercial standpoint, depleted reservoirs
can typically provide very good storage efficiency in terms
of both seasonal movable gas volume (i.e., the working gas)
and high peak performances (i.e., injection/withdrawal gas
rates). Good production rates would be guaranteed when the
time comes to produce back the CO

2
for conversion if CO

2
is

stored in depleted reservoirs.
Deep saline aquifers represent a common alternative

for UGS. Economically speaking, aquifers cost the most to
develop and operate. The major costs are due to the large
cushion gas requirements and to the need of verifying the
reservoir’s capability to contain gas. Furthermore, the devel-
opment and management of saline aquifers require that the
original formation pressure is exceeded so as to displace
the water initially saturating the pores of the rock and
accommodating the gas; this obviously implies higher costs to
inject gaswhether it is natural gas orCO

2
in the underground.

Salt caverns and excavated caverns within rocks such as
coal and granite are generally developed in regions where
reservoirs are not available. They are typically used to meet
peak load demands as they can contain much smaller vol-
umes than depleted reservoirs and aquifers but can provide
high delivery rates [54].

3.1. Current CO
2
Storage Sites Worldwide. Over the last

decade, efforts have been intensified in different parts of
the world to prove the capability of geologic storage and
technologies for future long-term CO

2
storage, in part fueled

by groups such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC). The main large-scale CO

2
storage sites

around theworld are the SleipnerCO
2
Storage Site inNorway,

theWeyburn-MidaleCO
2
Project inCanada, and the In Salah

Project in Algeria [58–62]. Each of these projects stores more
than 1 millionmetric tons of CO

2
per year. Large-scale efforts

are also currently underway in China, Australia, and Europe.
The aforementioned projects together with some other 20
pilots around the world, such as the CCS pilot installation in
the Lacq Basin, southwestern France [63], are demonstrating
that CO

2
can be safely stored.

3.2. Reservoir Engineering Knowledge Transfer from Oil and
Gas Exploration and Production to UGS to CO

2
Storage.

Each type of UGS has its own physical characteristics and
economics; thus, the development of a new UGS and the
subsequent management of the overall system always require
following a number of steps and actions to ensure technical
feasibility, commercial value, and long-term efficiency of the
project; and CO

2
storage projects are no different. The suc-

cessful development of UGS must include an appropriate site
selection based on subsurface information, but also suitable
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Figure 5: Different types of underground gas storage systems [56].

performance analysis, preferably based on a fully integrated
geological, fluid-dynamic, and geomechanical approach, and
eventually an adequatemonitoring program to satisfy domes-
tic technical and safety regulations together with social and
environmental concerns [64, 65]. Injecting gas into an aquifer
substantially calls for the same procedure except that the
initial formation pressure needs to be exceeded to displace
water and accommodate gas. Delta-pressuring (i.e., operating
the storage at a maximum working pressure above the initial
formation pressure) is a common option to enhance the
performance of UGS, especially in terms of working gas. At
present, dozens of UGS are operated under delta-pressure
conditions in the US and Canada and a few in Europe.
However, delta-pressuring requires additional design and
monitoring when compared with a conventionally operated
facility to ensure long-term feasibility of the project. To this
end, the UGS industry has borrowed much of its knowledge
fromother industries (oil and gas exploration and production
in the first place), but it has also been developing a technology
of its own. In a similar way, CO

2
storage development has

largely benefitted from the knowledge gathered throughout
years of research in UGS; after all, knowledge is an ongoing
process.

The efficient management of any storage system requires
the definition of a reliable analysis tool, usually a 3D numeri-
cal model, which is then used to define the most viable devel-
opment and operational strategy from both economic and
technical standpoints. The generation of static (geological)
and dynamic (fluid-flow) reservoir numerical models is a
common practice in the oil industry because a tool is needed
to forecast the future performance of the field. The static
and dynamic approaches for UGS analysis follow the basic
workflow of a standard reservoir study. Furthermore, rock
mechanical features should also be incorporated together
with the structural, sedimentological, petrophysical, and
fluid-dynamic properties into the reservoir model so as to
investigate not only single phenomena but also their mutual
interactions through a coupled fluid-flow and stress/strain
approach [66, 67].

For all of the above, gas storage operators have often
faced the difficult task of having to find within “conventional”
reservoir engineering appropriate solutions to very specific
problems. Likewise, and rather obviously in fact, CO

2
storage

operations will also encounter their very own technical and
nontechnical issues which will have to be addressed accord-
ingly (Figure 6). One of these issues that needs mentioning
is geochemistry, to assess how CO

2
interacts with the under-

ground rocks and fluids [68]. Technically speaking, research

on the topic has already produced meaningful results; for
instance, simulation studies on the Utsira Formation at the
Sleipner CO

2
Storage Site in Norway have indicated that

the majority of the injected CO
2
will remain as a free gas

within the reservoir [58]. Furthermore, it would also appear
that, in many reservoirs (aquifers as well as depleted oil and
gas fields), the injected CO

2
will be present principally as a

supercritical fluid which means that larger amounts could
take up less room. This leads us to another technical aspect
being addressed: potential storage capacity which has so far
been estimated with wide error margins; needless to say, the
issue has raised some eyebrows [59]. As has been true forUGS
technology, CO

2
storage-driven research will help experts

with the efficient management of the system.
At a nontechnical level, economics seem to be the main

barrier to the deployment of the technology insofar as there is
no value for stored CO

2
. The current use of CO

2
in enhanced

oil recovery processesmakes it a commodity with value above
the ground.However, the possibility of converting it into CH

4

(a very profitable commodity we may add) might just be the
right incentive for companies to consider investing in CO

2

storage operations. Would not this be like killing two birds
with one stone?

4. Conversion: What the Future Holds

Theconversion of CO
2
into new chemicals and fuels is a long-

term solution for the global warming issue. Converting CO
2

could produce carbon-neutral renewable fuels whereas syn-
thesizing multicarbon chemicals from the CO

2
could enable

the sustainable production of precursors and feedstocks for
organic synthesis [70]. CO

2
is a convenient starting product

for the synthesis of many kinds of molecules. Over the last
years, many studies have been published on the application
ofCO

2
in industrial applications.Nanotechnology has several

advantages over traditional approaches to effectively convert
CO
2
. The large surface area of nanostructured materials

allows higher ratios of surface/volume, thus increasing the
effectiveness of catalysis. More surface means increased
adsorption, a large number of active sites, and an increase of
reaction velocity.

4.1. CO
2
Used as Building Block without Chemical Reduction.

Even if the direct use of CO
2
without reduction is relatively

easy, it is not the ultimate solution for CO
2
reuse due to the

low needs of the market; it is interesting at least to sketch the
framework. The synthesis of urea represents one example of
converting CO

2
into value-added products without chemical
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Figure 6: CO
2
geologic storage [69].
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Figure 7: Direct synthesis of acrylates from CO
2
.

reduction and thus using reactionwith a relatively low energy
cost. Urea is used in fertilizers and melamine synthesis. Urea
is also used in polymer synthesis such as urea-formaldehyde-
melamine resins and in isocyanate-free synthesis of urethanes
or carbonates in which it can be considered as an active
form of CO

2
[71]. Another pathway to use CO

2
as building

block is the incorporation in organic compounds such as
carboxylic groups. In this case, the most studied reaction is
the incorporation of CO

2
to form acrylates. Several catalytic

pathways are known for the synthesis of acrylic acid and
derivatives from CO

2
. Recently, a one-pot synthesis was

achieved using nickel catalyst [72] (Figure 7).
CO
2
can substitute the phosgene also in the production of

isocyanates by direct synthesis with amines using transition-
metal organometallics like uranium(V) or titanium(IV) [72,
73].

O
+

O

O O

+

O
O

O

O
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Figure 8: Reaction of oxetanes (2) and oxiranes (3) with CO
2
.

The previously produced urea is also a convenient pre-
cursor of the synthesis of solvents such as cyclic carbonates.
By reaction of urea with 1-2- and 1-3-diols [74, 75], ethylene
carbonate and propylene carbonate were produced while
ammonia was recovered for further production of urea. CO

2

can be used directly for the previous synthesis and thus it is
becoming an industrially viable alternative to toxic phosgene
in the direct reaction of CO

2
with ethylene oxide or the

synthesis of ethylene carbonate. In fact, the reaction of CO
2

with oxetanes rather than oxiranes is highly selective andwith
high yield in the cyclic carbonates synthesis [70] (Figure 8).
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Figure 9: Schematic representation of photoelectrocatalytic reduc-
tion of CO

2
by Co

3
O
4
nanotubes decorated by metallic copper

nanoparticles.

The selectivity in the production of cyclic carbonates can
be further improved by the use of nanotechnologies and
several nanostructured materials. Graphene oxide together
with an appropriate cocatalyst was found to have high yields
and reaction rates in relatively mild conditions [78, 79]. Also,
nanoparticles of crosslinked polymers with basic function-
alities were found to improve the cyclization reaction [80–
82]. In particular, it was found that polymer nanoparticles
containing imidazolium groupswere able to convert epoxides
with 100% selectivity and high yields to cyclic carbonates [81].

4.2. CO
2
Conversion to Lower Oxidation Carbon Compounds.

Although a certain amount of CO
2
can be used directly, the

amount of CO
2
convertiblewithout reduction is relatively low

and it is not the ultimate solution for CO
2
conversion and

reuse [83]. Nonetheless, CO
2
reduction requires a reduction

agent with high chemical potential, such as H
2
or CH

4
,

or an energetic source, as heat, electrons, or radiation. The
reduction of CO

2
is mainly used to produce fine chemicals

and fuel, but the demand of fine chemicals is not large enough
to be considered as a viable solution to reduce the total
amount of the emitted CO

2
. For this reason, fuel and power

plants should be considered [84].
The current efforts in CO

2
reduction lie in the develop-

ment of highly active, selective, and stable catalysts, divided
into two categories: electrochemical and thermal reduction of
CO
2
.
The electrochemical reduction of the CO

2
can operate

on a smaller scale and is suitable for localized CO
2
con-

version, since the required electricity can be obtained at
a low cost from renewable energy sources. Several nanos-
tructured catalysts are able to electrochemically reduce CO

2

in aqueous electrolytes. Gold electrocatalysts can produce
carbon monoxide with high efficiency [85]. The production
of nanostructured materials allows the use of less expensive
metals (e.g., silver, a promising material) [81]. In fact, metal
[86] was used to produce a nanoporous silver (np-Ag)

catalyst able to reduce CO
2
electrochemically to CO in an

efficient and selective way [87]. Nanostructuration of other
metals such as gold was also studied both theoretically and
practically, and it was proved that the increase of concen-
tration of alkali cations due to manipulation of electric field
allows an increase in electrocatalytic CO

2
reduction [88].

Another route is the production of formate/formic acid. An
efficient method for the generation of alkali metal formates
by electrochemical reduction of CO

2
was demonstrated [89].

The alkali metal formate salts may be converted into formic
acid by either electrodialysis or electrochemical acidification.
Another interesting route is the production of oxalate. It is
possible to synthesize oxalic acid rather than formic acid with
a high energy efficiency.The electrochemical reduction of the
CO
2
to oxalate was patented by LiquidLight [83].The stability

is low. So, new approaches in electrocatalysts must be used to
improve performance and stability. Recently, a direct synthe-
sis of formic acid was performed by the use of nanostructured
materials; Co

3
O
4
nanotubes obtained by electroerosion of

cobalt were decorated with copper nanoparticles (Figure 9)
to obtain efficient photoelectron catalysis for the selective
production of formic acid by reduction of CO

2
[90].

The thermal reduction of CO
2
can be achieved by using

methane and other derivatives. But it is not of interest since
methane can be considered by itself as a fuel with a stable
technology development and its use in conversion of CO

2

will only produce a net loss of energy. On the other hand, the
direct use of hydrogen, especially if it comes from renewable
sources, as a reduction agent can be seen as a breakthrough
technology for hydrogen storage and transport.

The reduction of CO
2
with hydrogen results in three

classes of products: formic acid and its derivatives (e.g.,
methanol), CO, and hydrocarbons.

One of the most investigated reactions is the hydro-
genation of CO

2
by nanostructured transition-metal catalysts

towards formic acid or its derivatives. The reaction is carried
out in organic solvent, water, and ionic liquid or directly
in supercritical CO

2
. The Ru- and Rh-based systems were

found to be active catalysts in both aqueous media and
organic solvents. Generally, the production of the formic
acid is mediated by an amine which converts the acids
into ammonium formate-like reaction intermediates [91, 92].
Methanol is one of the most interesting products in terms
of large CO

2
conversion volumes. Although the technical

feasibility of such large production was not demonstrated, it
appears more realistic to implement it than other possible
alternatives. In fact, methanol production from CO

2
and

renewable H
2
resources was applied in a large pilot plant [93].

CO can be produced by reverse water-gas shift (RWGS)
using hydrogen produced preferably by renewable resources.
The RWGS transforms CO

2
and hydrogen into water and

CO. The CO can be used in both synthesis of methanol and
downstream Fischer-Tropsch (FT) for chemicals and fuels.
The RWGS is an endothermic process, which requires high
temperatures, and the conversion is equilibrium limited. The
efforts on process development must focus on the optimiza-
tion of active catalysts to contrast the slow kinetics and to
ensure that the CO is produced at the maximum possible
yield [94]. Recently, nickel supported on nanostructured
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Figure 10: (a) Nickel supported on ceria nanocube [76]. (b) Nickel oxide nanoparticle dispersed inside mesoporous ceria [77].

oxides such as ceriumoxides nanocubes [76] ormesophorous
cerium oxide [77] (Figure 10) was studied as a promising
material to overcome the previous problems, combining the
good performance as hydrogenation catalyst of nickel with
the oxygen coordination capability of ceria.

The hydrogenation of CO
2
can directly lead to the

production of hydrocarbons. The hydrogenation of CO
2
to

–CH
2
– species is possible through dissociative adsorption

followed by hydrogenation, but the extent to which this
occurs is not well known [95]. Another possibility is direct
FT reaction from CO

2
and H

2
performed via the RWGS

followed by FT in a single reactor, which is thermodynam-
ically easier than the RWGS because the overall process
is exothermic [95]. The CO

2
-FT process is very attractive

because it provides a way to directly produce alkanes and
olefins from CO

2
and H

2
, but designing the catalysts with

high olefin selectivity that is water resistant is challenging.
Out of the three CO

2
conversion processes mentioned,

CO
2
hydrogenation to long-chain hydrocarbons is the least

studied and characterized process. Recently a nanostruc-
tured Fe

2
O
3
material prepared by template-assisted synthesis

shows improved conversion and selectivity [96] but we are at
the early beginnings of the industrial development of these
reactions.

5. Conclusion

As a highly policy-dependent topic, it is hard to imagine the
future of CO

2
emissions. What we have done is describe the

efforts made to address the issue from a factual viewpoint.
Authors have presented an overview of technologies, readily
or soon to be available, that when properly combined could
potentially offer a valid way to reduce, reuse, and recycle CO

2
.

Aswe have evidenced, all the possible solutions include nano-
materials and nanostructures as a promising path towards
future solutions. Tentatively, the process would involve CO

2

capture, cache, and conversion, coined in this text as the
three Cs. In terms of CO

2
capture, technologies relying on

innovative solid or liquid sorbents would allow removing

CO
2
by producing a stream of pure CO

2
as the output for

storage in underground geological formations. The cache
stage uses leading-edge UGS technology as a CO

2
-ready-

to-use-when-ready bank for conversion. The final stage, still
bleeding edge though, moves towards efficient conversion
of CO

2
into CH

4
in the attempt to support the process of

transitioning into a more sustainable energy society while
mitigating greenhouse gases. Finally, we could argue that the
first step to achieve the three Cs is to understand how the
nanotechnologies can best engage with each other to create
energy from waste and not the other way around.
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